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The four major lagoons on the northern Nile Delta of Egypt are undergoing rapid and 
dramatk modification by both natural and anthropogenic factors. In order to establish a 
baseline database for monitoring the evolutîon of Manzala lagoon in the northeastem del~a: a 
campaign of topographie measurement of the water-table of la~oon and a pro~r~1:1 of s~fiaal 
sedîment sampling (90 grabs and 30 short-cores) across the entire lagoon was 1rutiate_d m 1990 
in dose collaboration between the Smithsonian Institution of Washington D.C.~ Am Shams 
University of Cairo and Urûversity of Catania. 

The surface of the Iagoon (about 450 sq. Km) was reduced by 20 % between 1973 and 1987, 
and by 11.7 % between 1987 and 1990. If the evolution of the lagoon continues at this rate, the 
surface areas of Manzala will be further reduced by 1/3 by the year 2000. 

Surficial samples were recovered from all environments in the Manzala Iagoon, from 
depths of 0 to almost 1.5 m Short-cores were selected fairl_y evenl~ from the ~fer~t ar~as of 
lagoon, in the southwestern area influenced by the dra~s commg from Ntle. nver; in the 
southeastern one influenced by canais join the lagoon and m the northern area mfluenced by 
sea water). 

Statistical analyses take into account grain size (% clay, silt, fine sand an coar~ sand 
fraction) along with composition of sand fraction (identification of 300 or more grams per 
sample). Sand components include mineral (lîght and heavy minera!,. mica, 
glauconite/verdine, pyrite, gypsum), faunal (forams, ostracods and molluscs) and floral 
(diatom and plant fragments). . . 

Statistîcal analyses indicate the degree of relation among the vanous texturai, 
mineralogîcal, faunal and floral variables. Four distinct and regionally specific facies are 
recognized on the basis of cluster analysis in the surficial environments, and another facjes, 
absent in the modern ones, was identified in the recent sampl~s. . 

The modern facies are: Proximal sandy marine, is present m the r.orthwest lagoon area; 1t 
shows well sorted sediments very rich in light minera! (influenced by wînd). 

Linear silty day Iagoon, is lies just landward the sand ridges; it seems a central lagoon 
sediment "polluted" by the previous eolian sediments. . . .. 

Silty sand (center lagoon), is the most prevalent faci~ rn Manzala lago_on and 1s d1v1d~d 
into three sub-facies: Sub-facies A: in the southern margm of the lagoon, 1nfluenced by N1le 
water; Sub-fades B: in the easthern-central area. The central lagoon sediment s.s.: silty and 
rich in lîght,. heavy minerais and brackîsh shells (euryhaline); Sub-facies C: the less well
defined subfacies A and B, it is present near the center -of the lagoon and southeast of El
Mataria influenced by drains. Silt, near islands and inlet, is geographkally restricted to areas 
protected by îslands and/or bays in the southern part of the lagoo1:- . . 

A new facies was identified in the recent sediments: Clayey silt sed1ments, present m the 
southeastern area; that area is progressively smaller than 60 to 20 years ago; actually, it is 
disappearing. 

Facies can be related to natural processes such as coastal sand ridges which separate the 
lagoon from the sea. Other facies and the rapid evolution of t~e surface of :he ~agoon are 
more closely related to man's impact, and include land redamatioz: and dre~ging m the Port 
Said and EI-Mataria region, and pollution via several large drains entermg the southern 
margin of Manzala lagoon. . . . 

For the last two reasons, we believe that the recent faaes close to El-Matana dtsappeared. 
The statistkal method applied in thls investigation is now being used for study of the other 

modem Nile delta lagoons (Idku and Maryut), and also to interpret ancient (late Quaternary) 
lagoon deposits recovered in subsurface Nile Delta core sections. 

Location of surficial samples (A) and mini cores (B) in Manzala lagoon, NE Nile Delta, Egypt 
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Investigations are based on the field experiments with luminescent tracers (LT) using. 
Sand grains were treated by anthracene dissolved in chlorofonn with resulting appearance of 
bright blue luminescence under UV lamp excitation. With the aim of high sensitivity of LT 
detection on the background of untreated sand luminescence, the optimal parameters of LT 
excitation and lurrûnescence were detemûned by means of excitation-emiss.ion spectroscopy. 
As may be seen, the best excitation wavelenght is at 350 nm and luminescence detection 
interval is 450-480 nm. 

In the upstream measuring section sand taken from the same area and treated by 
luminophor have been placed on the bed by injection. In the downstream section ground 
samples have been taken at certain intervals. The luminescent analysis was made by the two 
followîng ways. Firstly, the standard quantîty of the ground was examined using fluorescence 
microscope and the LT were detected and selected. The tracer concentration in a sample was 
determined as a ratio of the separated part weight to the total weight of the sample. Secondly, 
the luminescence intensity of different samples were determined by luminescence 
spectrometer under constant conditions. The tracer concentrations were defined by 
comparison with artificially prepared samples with fixed quantitites of LT. Ali results were 
treated by persona! computer and correspondi.ng statistical param~ters were determined. . 

According to LT dispersion, sediments stream along the shore 1s cakulated and submanne 
canyon (Ashkelon district) influence on its transit is determined. Comparative assesments of 
sediments interceptions by canyons are accomplished between Israel's sea coast and Black sea 
coast. Dependence between sedirnent stream characteristics and wind wake is proposed. 
Influence of hydrotechnical industrial enterprises on the sediments balance in the inshore 
zone is demonstrated. 
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